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Responsive. Intuitive.
Reliable.



Mytec One is specifically designed for the requirements 
of the hospitality area. A unique solution for table 
service restaurants, front counter sales, fast-food, 
delivery and Web channels sales.

Created with a solid on the ground experience and 
in partnership with Zucchetti, MyTec One is available 
for one - ZMenu - or multi - MyConsole - point of sales. 
MYTEC’ proven and innovative technologies are in use 
across 2,000 customer sites as restaurants, pizzeria, bar, 
pub, gelaterie, fast-food, self-service and bakery.

Front Office
MytecOne pair a ruggedized and reliable 
software to act as your perfect sales tool with a 
interactive and user-friendly graphic of restaurant 
halls, tables, operators and item records. 
It has never been so effortless to issue the guest 
receipt; headed, end of the month, divided by 
guests and by amount.

Back Office
Controlling your business is everything. MytecOne 
is equipped with  a complete back-office software 
covering every aspect of your management.

Automize fiscal daily close and autofill tax values 
information. 

Export your restaurants datas and customer 
invoices list.

Inventory stocks automatically updated and 
available on your touch-screen and mobile 
terminals.

Detailed report and graphs on a customizable 
range of time per category, items, crew, table 
rotation, orders, avg service time. Everything you 
need, wherever you are.

MytecOne Mobile
MytecOne package offers also a proactive and 
efficient mobile application for wireless terminals. 
With Mytec One Mobile app your restaurant 
reaches the highest level of control and alignment 
between your waiters in the hall and your Kitchen 
Staff. 
Make your service easier , improving the quality 
with a dedicated solutions.

MyTec One
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Founded in 2002 Mytec has gained a leading role in the business 
growing up with customers demands.

Investing every day in research and development of quick, reliable 
and accessible solutions to allow Food & Beverage establishments 
to delight their customers, maximize their profitability and move 
their businesses forward.

Official Partner of SICOM Inc. since May 2011, Mytec currently 
provides sales and high-quality services in multiple languages 
for SICOM Solutions in the EMEA Area - France, Italy, Germany, 
Austria, Switzerland and Malta - counting more than 600 locations 
installed across the areas.

MYTEC also offers a range of software, hardware and related 
services along with rapidly growing cloud solutions to manage 
table-service establishments, food & beverage facilities and self-
services. 

MyTec - Growing up with our Customers.
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Reactive Technologies
Our solutions provide you real-time insights to be 
proactive and efficient in handling your business.

Day to Day, high-standards
The purpose-built technologies we install combine 
innovation and efficiency without losing focus on 
practical day to day operations.

We act fast
Incomparable agility is one of our most efficient target. 
Customer satisfaction is our priority.

Qualified team
To provide a high-quality services We dedicate and 
invest a sensible amount of time to qualify and educate 
our team.



ALL-IN-ONE

MyConsole: designed for multi-points of Sales 
or Franchising.

The management of your brand - direct 
or Franchising - has never been easier and 
secure with our centralized console. Create 
your business with the responsive technologies. 

MyDigital Menu Board, upgrade your 
restaurant image.

As a successful Hospitality operation your 
restaurant image is everything. 
Our Menu Boards is an interactive and 
innovative solution to improve how your 
customers view and engaged with your 
brand. 

MyKiosk transform guest experience.

MYTEC Kiosks bring together the power 
of suggestive selling and an unbelievable 
efficiency to improve guests experience  
with an interactive and intuitive self-ordering 
touch screen system.

MyBusiness. Three Pillars, one portal.

MyBusiness delivers best-of-breed labor, sales 
and inventory management functionality 
from a single, data-driven console. As a result, 
you can intuitively and effortlessly manage all 
of your restaurant locations, at all times.
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MyKitchen Screen
Kitchen Crew chemistry paired with speed improvement.
A professional and efficient preparation Area is available with MyKitchen Screen software module.
The Crew Prep area pair a kitchen screen station and a printer to grant to your Team a clear view of 
Guest orders in order to provide a high-quality services.

The Crew member notifies the reception of the order , take ownership and confirm the preparation time 
to the hall waiters ensuring to your guest an amazing and relaxed experience in your restaurant.

Clearly numbered tickets, serving and hold time, average production time. No more annoying await, 
MyKitchen Screen is your perfect kitchen management solution.



MYSUPPORT
Mytec Support provides high-quality services to have your team fully focused on providing high-leve standards to your customers.

Multi-lingual help desk.

To support our customers, we provide an high-quality help 
desk services in multiple languages, including English, 
German, Italian and French.

Remote diagnostics.

Our support team can troubleshoot issues remotely, and 
work to resolve them quickly without disrupting your day-to-
day operations.

MyPay
Speed, control, no more mistakes
MyTec One is totally integrated with the following devices and services: Multi-brand Credit Card Devices, 
automatic cash machine, paper and digital ticket restaurants certification, paypal and satispay.
No more typing errors, no more human mistakes or rejected ticket restaurants.. Choose MyPay to reach 
the highest level of automation.
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Visit www.mytec.com to learn more
contact us at info@mytec.com

Responsive. Intuitive. Reliable.


